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Priorclave Features Top Loading Autoclaves at Arab Health 

Priorclave, a leading UK laboratory autoclave specialist is exhibiting a number of steam sterilisers at the 

Arab Health exhibition later this month, showing all that is good about British engineering, design and 

manufacture - robust quality construction, superb operating performance and the utmost in product 

reliability.  

On stand RK38 at Arab Health this progressive autoclave development company has chosen to feature 

just its top loading laboratory autoclaves from a standard range of more than 66 models –  

 The very popular C60 compact 60 litre autoclave 

specifically developed for those organisations with limited 

space yet want to sterilise tall items such as fermenters and 

Erlenmeyer flasks 

 Featured alongside will be the slightly larger capacity top 

loading autoclave, the QCS EV 100 laboratory autoclave 

 A 150 litre vacuum laboratory autoclave is also being 

shown. 

Visitors to the stand will see first-hand the superior build quality of the 

Priorclave autoclaves all with an exterior anti-microbial coating which is highly effective for control of 

harmful bacteria, preventing the potential for cross contamination with laboratories. 

 

There is also the opportunity to collect the companies latest Laboratory Autoclave Guide.  It  is an easy to 

follow guide featuring all standard current laboratory autoclaves produced by Priorclave including small 

benchtop autoclaves, the three designs on show plus a wide choice of larger front loading  autoclaves as 

well as double-door and power-door steam sterilisers. 

Priorclave is proud of its first class reputation for delivering the right product for customer requirements, 

if this means producing the autoclave as a modular package for easier installation this can be done. It has 

even produced an autoclave to operate reliably in locations subject to earthquakes. 

This global product brand is support by one of the best warranty and support programs available, 

delivered by Priorclave’s dedicated support team based in the UK.  The customer care team responds 

quickly to any concerns over correct programming, will analyse performance data as well as help 

customers maintain their autoclave in the very best condition, ensuring long, trouble free performance for 

many years ahead. 

Note:  Arab Health takes place 26th - 29th January 2015, Sheikh Rashid Hall at the Dubai International 

Convention & Exhibition Centre, UAE. 


